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Just as the seed must burst in order to sprout and blossom, so 
too the first bowls had to be shattered in order that the divine 
light, the cosmic seed…might fulfill its function.

  —Gershom Scholem



I. MeMo froM the thrush
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of What do We Make our hoMes?

Of wood. Of stone. Of earth. Of ice. 
Some chicken wire, a few geranium seeds.
A mat. A stake. A shell. I knew a man 
whose longing was his home. A woman 
who built a nest in the wreckage of lust.
A child who lived in the house of her hands,
whose fingers were her only friends. 
I knew a lover whose foundation stone 
was flight. A tune that lodged all night 
in a creaking limb. A penstemon 
that pitched its tent in an open field. 
A crested lark whose home was all of Portugal. 
I knew a foot soldier whose flag 
was winding cloth; his home 
was in the ground. A prayer. A rhyme. 
A vow. Some mansions are of grief and some 
of hope. Of hay. Of leaves. 
        Of wind.
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BreakIng dIshes

 I have a headache from all these girls in porcelain   
 factories who incessantly throw themselves down the   
 stairs with mounds of dishware. 
  —Franz Kafka to Max Brod

Ailing mothers, lecherous landlords,
the once-fond lover turned to stone, or just these 
days, these empty bowls, hundreds 

of hollowings. No sun. No sway. No lift of heart. 
No art. Only to carry the unglazed plates 
down to the cellar, day after day,

the glazed bowls up. No wonder 
we launch ourselves—a tantrum wind,
a mixed collage of blood and splinters 

on the concrete floor. No one to adore 
my small, white feet, the beauty 
of my inner arch. 

  *

On summer nights
she’d come outside and stand there 
hurling platters in the dark

till everything was smashed,
then trot back in
mild as a kitten. 

Her husband sauntered out 
next morning with a broom 
and dustpan for the sweeping up. 
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  *

Recall how Moses 
threw the tablets down that held the laws, 
laws that to this day are daily broken. 

  *

When the vessels broke and God’s light 
fled to all the corners of the world, 
one of the sparks splashed into the teacup 

of a skinny Jew named Kafka as he lingered 
in a café on Hybernska Street in Prague. 
What’s this? he thought 

and rocked the cup to make the glimmer 
come and go. The light 
was broken. How to glue it back? 
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those Who leaped

This one jumped from a tower. This one 
from a bridge. This one left the town 
where everyone knew her name.
This one fled a country, this one a family,  
a feeble, embezzling marriage, a rigid  
faith. And this one left a flaccid creed 
to seek a stricter heaven.

Were they brave or simply desperate? 
Did they have a choice? 

They chose. 

What happened next?

Well, this one landed well, 
found steady foothold in a promised land, 
and that one washed up 
on a littered beach, 
a crumpled sack of bones.

The exiles, the misfits, 
the mavericks, even the suicides 
who made that leap 
into the void, their hearts 
flying into their throats as they 
stepped off: broken or victorious,  
for a time, they flew. 
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MeMo froM the thrush

Brief ostinato repeated, repeated.
Breast speckled with quarternotes.
Dropped feather, soft as milkweed fluff.
Flight and migration. Repeated, 
repeated. Twig feet clutch 
a swaying twig. Rough house 
among the leaves. Do not forget.
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I Was alWays leavIng 

I was always leaving, I was 
about to get up and go, I was
on my way, not sure where. 
Somewhere else. Not here. 
Nothing here was good enough.

It would be better there, where I 
was going. Not sure how or why. 
The dome I cowered under 
would be raised and I would be released 
into my true life. I would meet there 

the ones I was destined to meet.
They would make an opening for me 
among the flutes and boulders 
and I would be taken up. That this 
might be a form of death 

did not occur to me. I only know 
that something held me back—
a doubt, a debt, a face I could not 
leave behind. When the door 
fell open I did not go through.
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